Executive Committee Meeting
Minutes
May 27, 2015
Easthampton High School Library 5:30-7:00pm
Topic/Goal/Strategies

Description/Action

Welcome and Minutes

After an Ice breaker we approved the minutes from April meeting. We welcomed
Stephen Linsky as the new rep for DA Sullivan, replacing Don Gallagher;
Stephen is a lawyer who serves on the DA’s Advisory Council.
Present: Bryan D, Tricia D, Beth D, Jacob L, Cherry S, Ruth E, Stephen L, Lois L
Regrets: Alan S, Nancy F, Gail C

Goal 1: increase coalition
capacity
Review Bylaws

Redeveloping and Growing
the Executive Committee

Discussed and reviewed proposed bylaws. Agreed to reorganize the wording to
some items but maintain the content. Reduced the minimum number of Executive
Committee meetings to 6, with the hope of having more. Discussed the idea of
audio recording meetings instead of/in addition to written notes and how this
would be less burdensome but might also discourage people from checking out
the minutes (faster to skim notes than listen). Someone could note the time of
each discussion section for listener ease. Suggestion for the same person to keep
minutes to maintain consistency, but we do not stipulate a secretary position in
the bylaws.
We have or will be losing several EC members, as both Jacob and Bryan
graduate, Don G left his position, and school administrators will no longer serve
on EC as they can’t make meetings. Talked about who to recruit for next year.
The bylaws describe an Ad Hoc nominating committee. Goal is to

Who leads/Next Steps/By
Whom/When

Ruth will make the proposed
changes to the bylaws. The
Executive Committee will
vote on them at the June
meeting.
Ruth will update the
language of the nominating
committee in the bylaws to
include recruitment.
Ruth will reach out to the
individuals suggested and
continue to discuss this issue
at the next meeting.

recruit/nominate in the spring and over the summer and vote at the start of the
school year, but we are starting late this year. Discussed expanding the purpose
of this committee to include general recruitment and outreach for the Coalition.
Challenge of this is that it is an ad hoc group, only meeting a few times probably,
and we are stretched thin right now, so creating another work group might be
unrealistic.

Satisfaction Survey

Future Meetings

Bryan will send Ruth the
template for recruitment and
service work he created for
Ideas for members included: a chair from the parent work group, one or two youth Mayor’s Youth Council.
(a SADD member, plus members of other organizations, or anyone interested
Ruth will follow up with
from the high school; we can recruit from whole school). Discussed importance of Bryan and/or Mayor about
explaining expectations of members. Discussed pros and cons of having a short
the Youth Council and role
application process.
Coalition can play.
The parent survey will end on 6/19. The satisfaction survey should begin after
this date to not overwhelm or confuse respondents. Discussed how many rewards
should be offered as a large enough incentive. Decided on vague wording.
Discussed including a question aimed at gathering information about how to best
structure meetings and frequency and what would draw more members to be
active.

Ruth/Beth will make
changes to the survey.
Executive Committee
members will be asked for
feedback via email over the
next few weeks. Final
approval on June 23 or via
email.
Ruth will check if school
website is promoting the
parent survey.

Consensus that combining Exec Comm and full coalition meetings are difficult
and not ideal, and that separating them is better.

Next Executive Committee
meeting is June 23, 2015 at
5:30pm.

